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A Rousing Wave
Inspired by the gorgeous fluid arc of a restless ocean wave, this dramatic Wave
Pearl Statement Ring, set with an exotic Tahitian pearl, is beautifully carved to
replicate the textural depth and motion of an actual wave. The stunning Tahitian
pearl’s luminescent ebony coloring contrasts beautifully again the shimmering
silvery setting to further enhance and highlight its rare beauty.
Details
•

Available in sizes 5.5 to 9

•

Handcrafted in a New York design studio

•

Makes an exceptional gift for the very important (and stylish!) person in
your life

Absolutely De-Vine
Are you hankering for a graceful, elegant piece of jewelry that’s not run of the
mill? This graceful vine design gemstone bracelet’s matte silver band sparkles
with Prehnite and Tourmaline gemstones that are anything but “business as
usual.” Wear this wide silver bangle bracelet to add a touch of lighthearted
whimsy to casual outfits or when you are seeking a clean, modern look to
enhance and flatter tailored apparel.
Details
•
•
•
•

“Vine” bracelet is handcrafted in NYC
Prehnite is the stone of unconditional love--making it the perfect gift for a
loved one!
Makes a unique “thinking of you” gift for a special person
Is a wonderful addition to a contemporary jewelry collection

Classic Allure
There are jewelry styles that never go out of fashion and this tasteful silver
bangle is a fine example of those highly coveted and timeless styles.
Handcrafted out of sterling silver, this wide silver bangle is adorned with a design
that replicates the fluid, textured, layers of water in motion. Contemporary, yet
classic, its limitless appeal lies in our instinctual connection to rippling water,
ocean waves, and other natural elements.
Details
•
•

Carved with a magnificent highly-detailed water wave design
Wear with classic or trendy apparel

Moonlit
Have you ever seen the liquid silver glimmer of moonlight reflecting on the black
mirrored surface of a lake at night? That’s the image that inspired this gorgeous
silver round wave pendant, shaped like a full moon. This stylishly versatile silver
wave necklace’s pendant is carved with silver waves replicating gentle water
ripples that add attention-grabbing texture and depth.
Details
•
•
•
•

Lovingly crafted in New York City
Silver disc design flatter many apparel neckline styles
A timeless design that endures and becomes more valued over time.
A wonderful, heirloom quality gift

